
Support-Vector Machines



 Used for classification and regression

 SVC, LinearSVC, and NuSVC

 SVR, LinearSVR,  and NuSVR

 Use kernels to add dimensions to data so 

non-linear data becomes linearly separable

 Use kernel tricks to make adding dimensions 

fast and memory-efficient

 Effective with high-dimensional data and 

with datasets with fewer samples

Support-Vector Machines (SVMs)



 SVMs compute linear decision boundaries

 Lines in 2D space

 Planes in 3D space

 Hyperplanes in higher-dimensional space

 Best decision boundary is one that provides 

the largest margin along a line perpendicular 

to the boundary between the points closest 
to the boundary in the two classes

 Closest points are called "support vectors"

Maximizing the Margin



 SVMs use a regularization 

parameter called C to decide 

how many errors to allow in 

the margin

 Lower values of C yield wider 

margins and risk underfitting

 Higher values yield tighter 

margins and risk overfitting

 Best value is determined 

empirically using test data

Dealing with Overlap (Soft Margins)



 Kernels use non-linear transforms to project data to higher-

dimensional space to make non-linear data linearly separable

 Linear kernel does no projection (data must be linearly separable)

 Polynomial kernel projects to n dimensions based on degree and feature count

 Radial-basis function (RBF) kernel projects to space with infinite dimensions (!)

 Kernels use "kernel tricks" to compute the dot product of vectors in 

higher-dimensional space without explicitly projecting to that space

 Points can be treated as vectors for this purpose

 Dot products enable an SVM to compute decision boundaries

Kernels and Kernel Tricks



Manually Projecting from 2D to 3D

𝑥 = 𝑥0
2

𝑦 = 𝑦0
2

𝑧 = 𝑥0 ⋅ 𝑦0 ⋅ 2

Start with two sample data points

𝑎 = 3, 7
𝑏 = 2, 4

Project them to 3D with a non-linear transform

Compute the dot product in 3 dimensions

𝑎 = 32, 72, 3 ⋅ 7 ⋅ 2 = 9, 49, 29.6984

𝑏 = 22, 42, 2 ⋅ 4 ⋅ 2 = 4, 16, 11.3137

9 ⋅ 4 + (49 ⋅ 16) + (29.6984 ⋅ 11.3137) = 1,156



The Polynomial Kernel Trick

The following kernel trick computes the dot product of two 2D 

vectors in 3 dimensions without projecting them to 3 dimensions

𝐾 𝑎, 𝑏 = 𝑎, 𝑏 2

Apply this kernel trick to a and b

𝐾 3, 7 , (2, 4) = ((3 ⋅ 2) + (7 ⋅ 4))2 = 342 = 1,156

Dot product of (3, 7) and (2, 4)  



 Kernel type 

determines shape of 

decision boundaries

 Default in Scikit is 

RBF if not otherwise 

specified

 In many (but not all) 

cases, RBF kernel 

provides the best fit 

to non-linear data

Kernels and Decision Boundaries



from sklearn.svm import SVC

# Train an SVM classifier that uses the default kernel (RBF)

model = SVC()

model.fit(x, y)

# Train an SVM classifier that uses a linear kernel

model = SVC(kernel='linear')

model.fit(x, y)

# Train an SVM classifier that uses a linear kernel and yields probabilities

model = SVC(kernel='linear', probability=True)

model.fit(x, y)

SVM Classification with SVC



 SVR and SVC classes support many parameters that affect the model's 

ability to fit to training data, including:

 kernel – Kernel type (linear, RBF, poly, or sigmoid)

 C – Regularization parameter that controls tightness of fit (and ultimately the 

model's ability to generalize when presented with new data)

 gamma – Determines how far the influence of a single data point reaches when 

computing decision boundaries (ignored for linear kernels)

 degree - Polynomial degree (polynomial kernels only)

 Find the optimum combination of these parameters to maximize the 

model's accuracy

Tuning Support-Vector Machines



 Balances tightness of 

fit to training data 

against ability to 

generalize

 Higher values yield 

tighter fit but do not 

generalize as well

 Lower values yield 

looser fit but 

generalize better

C



 Controls how far the 

influence of a single 

data point reaches in 

computing decision 

boundaries

 Higher values use 

fewer points

 Lower values produce 

smoother decision 

boundaries

gamma



 How do you find the right combination of these parameters?

 Hyperparameter tuning helps you find the combination of parameters 

that produce the best model at the expense of increased training time

 GridSearchCV performs parameter sweep using specified values with built-in 

cross-validation

 RandomizedSearchCV performs parameter sweep using randomly selected 

values across specified parameter ranges with cross-validation

 ParameterGrid performs parameter sweep using specified combinations of 

parameters

 Works with all learning algorithms (not just SVC)

Hyperparameter Tuning



model = SVC()

grid = {

'C': [0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, 100],

'gamma': [0.01, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1.0],

'kernel': ['rbf', 'poly']

}

grid_search = GridSearchCV(estimator=model, param_grid=grid, cv=5, verbose=2)

grid_search.fit(x, y) # Train the model with different parameter combinations

best_model = grid_search.best_estimator_ # Get the model with the best performance

best_model = grid_search.best_params_ # Get the parameters that produced the best model

best_score = grid_search.best_score_ # Get the best cross-validated score

Tuning SVC with GridSearchCV



Consulting/Training

Demo



 Ideally, data in all feature columns used to train parametric machine-

learning models should have similar ranges

 SVMs tend to be sensitive to unnormalized data

 Neural networks tend to be sensitive, too

 Data with dissimilar ranges can be transformed ("normalized")

 Scikit offers several classes for normalizing data, including:

 MinMaxScaler – Scales data proportionally to specified range (default=0-1)

 StandardScaler – Centers data around 0.0 with unit variance

 RobustScaler – Scales data using quantiles to mitigate outliers

Data Normalization



Why Normalization?
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x_train, x_test, y_train, y_test = train_test_split(x, y, test_size=0.2)

scaler = MinMaxScaler() # Scale everything so that it fits between 0.0 and 1.0

x_train = scaler.fit_transform(x_train)

x_test = scaler.transform(x_test)

Using MinMaxScaler

Before After



x_train, x_test, y_train, y_test = train_test_split(x, y, test_size=0.2)

scaler = StandardScaler() # Center 2/3rds of all values around 0.0

x_train = scaler.fit_transform(x_train)

x_test = scaler.transform(x_test)

Using StandardScaler

Before After

σ σ



 If a model is trained with normalized data, data input for predictions 

must be normalized the same way (i.e., with the same scaler)

Making Predictions

scaler = StandardScaler()

x_train = scaler.fit_transform(x_train)

x_test = scaler.transform(x_test)

model.fit(x_train, y_train)

.

.

.

model.predict(scaler.transform([[...]]))



 Simplify by using make_pipeline to create a pipeline

 Pipeline combines transformations and learning algorithm into one 

unit that constitutes, and can be treated like, a model

 Data passed to fit is transformed

 Data passed to predict is transformed the same way

Pipelining

pipe = make_pipeline(StandardScaler(), SVC())

pipe.fit(x, y)

pipe.predict([[...]]) # No need to scale input separately



pipe = make_pipeline(StandardScaler(), SVC())

grid = {

'svc__C': [0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, 100],

'svc__gamma': [0.01, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1],

'svc__kernel': ['rbf', 'poly']

}

grid_search = GridSearchCV(estimator=pipe, param_grid=grid, cv=5, verbose=2)

grid_search.fit(x, y) # Train the model with different parameter combinations

best_model = grid_search.best_estimator_ # Get the model with the best performance

Tuning Pipelines with GridSearchCV



Consulting/Training

Demo


